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**Title word cross-reference**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#swineflu</td>
<td>[KSS14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>[HC11], K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>[PCK21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-diversity</td>
<td>[PCK21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-means</td>
<td>[LKZ+15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[CSSD22], 10 [HL11], 10-K [HL11], 19 [ABE+21, BEK+23, BMR+21, JNDZ23, LZLL21, SJ23, WZZ22, ZBX+21, ZMK21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 [ALS22, CTED22].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6G [CFH22].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aecting Analytics-Based

Affective [KC13].

Affordance [WHEC22]. Age [PHL+21].

agencies [SR11]. Agent [BR15].

Agent-Oriented [YHLW15]. Aggregation

[PHL+21]. agile [CRAH10]. AI

[CFH22, DFL+23, PGPB19, ZYYT21].

AI-augmented [DFL+23]. AI-Based

[CFH22, PGPB19]. AIDCOV [ZKMK21].

Alerts [SMY20]. Algorithm

[LZZ+22, LZX+22b, MSD17, WEM+13, XWC21, HL11]. Algorithmic [AY22].

Algorithms

[BDLC20, EV13, GUH16, LCS+20, SKC21].

Alignment [CNJ13, UL13, XWC21].

Alliance [BMS17]. Allocation

[CY+23, CN23, HDZ+23, NHL22].

Amateur [XZB21]. Ambiguity

[DSZ17, LHT15]. Among

[BMRW15, SKT11]. Analyses [ZCL15].

Analysis [AMZ20, BSPP18, BMV21, BR15, CXG+22, DXC23, KZ20, KOH+21, KJRD16, KUH21, NSTM21, PWS+15, WR12, YZJ+19, ZGG13, ZAZC18, AC10, KY11].

Analytical [WWL+15, WZZ22]. Analytics [BMS17, CGS12, CSSD22, LCC13, LSSD22, LLF+22, QGRT21, RB23, SKC21, SJC15, SJ23].

Analytics-Based [RB23]. Analyze

[LZL21]. Analyzing

[HC11, JHC19, NYS12, SCR23].

Android [PMH+20, STB22]. Annealing

[MHT19, NFVY+22]. Annealing-based

[MHT19]. Annotation [CLX+23].

Anomaly [NSK+21, RASHD22].

Anonymization [PCK21]. Anonymous

[WCX21]. Answering [KF19]. antie

[LSS20]. App [MSD17]. Application

[KS13, RCW22, ZNJ19, PZH11].

Applications

[HSK17, LCS+20, ZTD+13, ZCL15].

Appraisal [KM23]. Approach

[ARLEG17, BRH+15, CNJ13, CAL22, Ema19, FKK+23, HLYW22, HBK+20, MRKE23, NSTM21, QGRT21, STASH20, SJC15, SJ23, SSY16, TZ20, WR12, XZM+22].

Approaches [CFH22, HZZ22]. Apriori

[MSD17]. archetypes [DV11].

Architecture [JFI+23, LZX+22b].

Argumentation [RB23]. Art [ZAZC18].

Artful [DM15]. article [LR11]. Artifacts

[SSY16, BFV12]. Artificial

[HS23, LZX+22b, SKC20, SKC21, WRZ22, ZKMK21]. Aspect [DXC23, TZ20].

Aspect-based [DWC23]. Assembly

[CCWL22]. Assessing [OUAC21, Sic23].

Assessment [FKBW15, KZ19].

Assignment [RSM+17]. assignments

[GIYZ11]. Assistive [EV13]. Assurance

[FKBW15]. Asynchronous [SK12]. Attack

[COS+21]. Attacks [KUH21, WXR10].

Attention [CG+22, XLX18, HLYW22].

Attribute [RSM+21]. Attribute-Based

[RSM+21]. Attribution [STASH20].

Auctions [SWB19]. Audit [LCY16].

Auditable [CM+22]. Auditing

[MRKE23]. Audits [ZML+13].

Augment [SN+20]. augmented

[DFL+23]. Australian [KC13, PW+15].

Authentication [PGS22]. Author

[STASH20]. Autocorrelations [ZT+13].

Autoencoder [CLX+23, WZZ22].

Automated [ACC+21, COS+21, LHT15, NSK+21, AHS+23].

Automatically [HY+22]. Automating [MOR22].

Availability [XLZ+16]. Available [YYJ14].

Aware [LT16, UTL20, ALS22, QGRT21].

Awareness [HBK+20]. away [BKSZ10].

AZEmo [YZJ+19].

Balancing [ALS22]. Ballistics [AVBC23].

Based

[CLX+23, CFH22, CCWL22, CXG+22, DBC+14, DMJ+13, DTL+22, FKBW15, GZY22, JRY+19, KTF15, KZ20, KKB+22, LHT15, LKZ+15, LHC16, LSL+21, LZX+22].


Composition [SK21, ZLY+15, ZNJ19]. Compression [LYC16]. Computation [GSS16]. Computational


Concentration [GSS16]. Concept [LHT15, vLSF21a23]. Concept-Based [LHT15]. Conceptual [LS17, PBT18].


Confucianism [HBL14]. Congestion [WCL+21]. Congruence [CSS17].

Connecting [SKC21]. Consortium [WCX21]. Constrained [RSM†17].

Constraint [HLCY22]. Constraints [RSM†15, XLZ+16]. Consultations [vLSF21a23]. Consumer

[MPB120, SKJP17, YYJ14, Uh111, ZLC12]. containing [ARV1]. Contemporary [DJ18].


Contexts [Kak17]. Contextual [LZX16, SNS+20]. Contingency [SKT15].

Continuous [TWC16]. Continuous-Space [TWC16]. Contractual [NM15].

Contrasting [ZTD†13]. Contributed [YYJ14]. Contributions [Goo14].

contributors [SKT11]. Control [AHS†23, DM15, HBL14, OUAC21, RSM†17, RSM†21]. Controlling [HSK17].

Convolutional [WCL+21]. Cooperative [RASHD22]. coordinate [MM12].

Coordination [SKT15]. Core [CCW12]. corporate [AC10]. Correlated

[CAL22, PGP19]. CoRSAI [ABE†21]. Counteracting [ZELC22]. County

[ZBX†21]. County-Level [ZBX†21]. COVID [ABE†21, BEK+23, BMR+21, JNDZ23, LMK21, SJ23, WZZ22, ZBX†21, ZMK21].

COVID-19 [ABE†21, BEK+23, BMR+21, JNDZ23, LMK21, SJ23, WZZ22, ZBX†21, ZMK21].


[LTG+12, Sit12]. Crime [AVBC23].


[DMJ+13]. Culture [HBL14]. Customer [LP16, YR122, PH121]. Customers

[ULST23, GIY1]. Customization [KF19]. Cyber [GZ22, Goo14, HBL+20, KZ20, LCF+22, PGP19, PPC+20, PH121, SMY20, ZLC22].

Cyber-Insured [PGP19]. Cyber-physical [LCF†22].


Cyberworld [SCT†13].

Daily [PK12]. Dark [ZLC22]. Data [BRH†15, BMFL15, CWY†23, DTL†22, ETHJ22, GY22, HLG14, LZK21, LTL23, LST22, LT16, LCF†22, LLF†22, MO13, MSU†20, MOR22, NSK+21, PGP19, PCK21, PMH+20, RCW22, SKC21, SCR23, TSC18, WHEC22, WR22, ZZYT21, AZ12, FCKG10, MAK+11]. Data-Driven

[BRH†15, PMH+20]. Data-oriented

[ETHJ22]. Databases [KUH21]. Dataflow

[GSV15]. Dataset [KKB+22]. Datasets

[RASHD22, ST12]. DAtt [CXG†22].

Deal [BMW15]. Deceit [ED12].
Decentralized [MRKE23, PGS22].
Deceptive [DMJ+13]. Deciphering [ZLC12]. Decision
[ARV11, CXG+22, CN23, CSSD22, HLCY22, KOH+21, LSSD22, MO13, vdLSFEA23].
Decision-Support [vdLSFEA23]. Decisions [HCLN12, KS13, YRUP14].
Deep [ABE+21, CHF22, EDBK21, HLYW22, KM23, MSD23, SG21, TZ20, UTL20, WZZ20, WZZ22, XZM+22, ZZ23].
Denosing [CLX+23]. Departments [WEM+13]. Dependency
[AVR21, ARLEG17, AHS+23, DJS18, GH13, HH19, HS23, LTL23, LZX+22b, LZX+22a, NM12, OAHY21, PBT18, SRS11, Chal1, Che11]. Designing [RW11]. Detecting
Deter [ACC+21, EYS+17]. Determinants [CN23]. Developer [KJRD16]. Developing
Diagnosis [BEK+23, WZZ22, RADS12]. Differential [KLL19]. Difficulty
[CWY+23]. Digital [AVR21, AMZ20, BEK+23, BGS11, LCF+22]. Dimensional
[KKB+22, CWY+23, GY1Z22]. Directions [LFS18, LCC13]. Disambiguation [Ema19].
Disciplinary [SKC20, SKC21]. Discipline [CGS12, SKC20, NM12]. disclosures
[WXR10]. Discontinuity [TSCT18]. Discovery [HYY+22]. Discovering
[ARLEG17, TWC16, TSCT18]. Discovery
[BSPP18, DM15, LZZ+22, POTH22, RADS12, WR12]. Discrete [HZZ12].
Disease [SJ23, QGRT21]. Dispatch
Disruptions [ZZY+21]. Distance [KKB+22]. Distributed [MO13]. diversity
[PCK21]. DNN [MHC+22]. Do
[EYS+17, HCLN12, DDGR11]. Doctor [vdLSFEA23]. Doctor-Patient
[vdLSFEA23]. Document [LHT15]. Documents [ACC+21]. Does
[KF19, ULST23]. Don’t [ULST23]. Double
[CSXW17, CXG+22]. Double-Layer
[CSXW17]. Driven [BRH+15, CSSD22, GLC+20, HZZ12, KKB+22, LSSD22, LZX+22b, LZX+22a, PMH+20]. Drivers
[HLCY22, WXR10]. Drug [YYJ14].
DSSAE [WZZ22]. During [KOH+21, SJ23]. Dynamic
[CWY+23]. Dynamics
[BRH+15, CNJ13, KS13, CRAH10].
E-Commerce [TLK20, YZJ+19].
e-customs [GIYZ11]. Early
[HL21, KSS14]. Economic [AY22, Sre20].
Economics [PHL+21, PCLL19].
Ecosystem [BRH+15]. Ecosystems
[BSP18]. ecosight [BSP18]. Edge
[CN23, DTL+22, MSB20]. Edge-Based
[MSB20]. Edge-Cloud [DTL+22].
Editorial [Che10, Che11, JL15]. Education
[CGS12, HL21]. EEG [EDBK21]. Effect
[LP16, OYAC21, ZBB21, XZBZ21]. Effective
[CXYH19, LZX16, LCC17, DW11]. Effects
[CSS17, Sre20, SCR23, YDS+13]. Efficiency
[COS+21, SWB19]. Efficiency-Complexity
[COS+21]. Efficient
[EV13, EDBK21, KF19, MRKE23, XWLC19].
Eggs [ULST23]. Ego [BR15]. EHR
[MH13].
EHRs [vdLSFEA23]. Electric [PGS22].
Electrical [BTZ17]. Electricity
[KCSTM18]. Electronic [ZML+13].
Electronics [CCWL22]. Elicitation
[Bur16, EFK+20]. Eliciting [SKT11].
Embeddings [ACC+21, ULST23].
Examining [SJ13]. Exchange [BMV21, YDS+13]. Exchanges [EYS+17].
German [BEK+23]. Getting [CRD15]. give [BKSZ10]. Giving [RB23]. Globally

Grammars [LS17]. grand [Che11]. Graph [CXG+22, Ema19, SJ23, WCL+21].


Growth [Seq20, YDS+13]. Guided [TZ20]. Gun [AVBC23].

HAIS [HS23]. Handed [HYG19, LZW+19]. Handle [ZZY21]. Health [ARLEG17, BMR+21, EYS+17, FN18, LAYR13, WZZS20, YLA13, YYJ14, YDS+13].

Health-Consumer-Contributed [YYJ14]. Healthcare [EFK+20, LTL23, MS23].

hedging [DDGR11]. Help [LAYR13]. Helpfulness [KZ19, NYS12].

Heterogeneous [ALS22, DTL+22, HSK17, HDZ+23, XZM+22, GIYZ11]. Heuristics [ZNJ19].

Hierarchy [KZ19]. High [AFD+21, CXSW17, CLYH19, DBC+14, GYZY22, KKB+22, NFVY+22, ZBX+21].

High-dimensional [GYZY22].

High-Engaging [AFD+21].

High-Frequency [CXSW17].

High-Quality [CLYH19].

High-Resolution [ZBX+21].

Higher [HL21].

Highly [MO13].

Hill [NFVY+22].

History [XZM+22].

Holes [BNSW15].

Home [HYG19].

Hong [LZLL21]. Hospital [SJ23].

Hospitals [BEK+23, MH13, PWS+15].

HOSVD [GYZY22].

Human [AY22, HS23, SCR23, DFP11].

Human-Artificial [HS23].

Human-Centric [AY22].

Human-in-the-Loop [SCR23].


Image [CLX+23, KM23, NC+22].


Impediments [NM15].


In-App [MS23].

Incentives [SJDK17].

Incident [KZ20, WCL+21]. Incident-related [WCL+21]. Inclusion [AVR21]. Inclusive [AVR21]. Incorporating [DXC23].

Increasing [LS17].

Incremental [JHC19, LZZ+22].

Indebted [LSS20].

Index [AVR21, HC11].

India [Seq20].

Individual [LZK21, ULST23].

Individual-Domain [ULST23].

Industrial [AHS+23, COS+21].

Industry [BTZ17, CCWL22, ALS22, CTED22].

INF [AVR21].

INF-PIE [AVR21].

Inference [Orm13, SY+13]. Influence [XLLX18].

Influence-Based [XLLX18].

Informatics [WHEC22].

Information [AHS+23, BM21, Brr16, CLYH19, CGS12, EYS+17, FN18, GLC+20, HLCY22, HCLN12, JRYY19, KS13, KSCSTM18, LLF+22, NC+22, RCFT18, UL13, YDS+13, HC11, Kan11, MMW11, NM12, PHCS11, WXR10, NB11].

InfoSec [MCC22].

Infrared [KKK+23].

Innovation [GUH16, YRP22].

Insecurity [MPB20].

Insider [KUH21].

Insights [AY22].

instance [SG21].

Insurance [PPC+20].

Insured [PGPB20].

Insurers [PF+21].

Integrating [AY22].

Integration [GSV15, PBT18, RCM+22].

Intellectual [ACC+21].

Intelligence [AVBC23, CGS12, HS23, LCC13, LZX+22b, LCF+22, SKC20, SK21, WHEC22, WRZ22, ZLC22, ZKMK21, RW11].

Intelligence-enabled [SK21].

Intelligent.
[GLC+20, HYYY22, LLF+22]. Intention [CSS17]. Interaction [CRW19].
Interactions [JADT15, KY11]. Interactive [BSPP18, DBC+14, XWC21]. Interfirm [NST21]. Internet [CJH22, ETHJ22, MPBH20, STASH20].
Internet-scale [MPBH20]. Interpretability [KM23]. Interpretable [KM23, ZKMK21]. Interpretation [ABE+21]. Interpretive [SCT+13].
Interventions [LAYR13]. Introduction [BJJK17, CTED22, CSSD22, DFJ20, JRYY19, LTL23, LSSD22, ZZZT21].
Intrusion [MSB20, SMY20]. Invested [LSS20]. Investigating [Kak17, SKT15, BKSZ10, LC19, LCC17].
Issue [BJJK17, CTED22, CSSD22, DFJ20, LTL23, LSSD22, Che10]. issues [BGMS11].
Items [SYS+13]. Itemset [NLLLZ20]. Itemsets [NFVY+22].


Key [WHEC22]. Keyboard [LZW+19].
Keywords [TW16]. Knowledge [DXC23, LSS20, LZZ+22, QGRT21, Tuz11, WWL+15, WH13, MM12, NM12, SKT11].
Knowledge-aware [QGRT21].
Knowledge-Sharing [WWL+15]. Kong [LZLL21].

Label [CLX+23]. labeling [HL11].
Language [PBT18, TCS22, TWC16, XZBZ21, LLK+11].
Large [FKBW15, STBI22]. Large-Scale [FKBW15, STBI22]. Latent


Measure [MFBK+17]. Measurements [MPBH20]. measures [MCTC11].
Measuring [JJ19]. MEC [HDZ+23].
MEC-enabled [HDZ+23], Mechanism [CWY+23, HYYY22, LKZ+15, LYC16, MH+22]. Media
[AMZ20, AF+21, CRV19, LZL21, LC19, MH+22, YYJ14, YZJ+19, ZLC12].
Mediated [SUX13, BFV12]. Medical
[CLX+23, EYS+17, MBK+17, RRN21, XZBZ21, XZM+22, ZML+13, vdLSFEA23].
Medicare [MH13], MediCoSpace
[vdLSFEA23], Meeting [RSM+15], Mental
[BMR+21], Message [DMJ+13], Meta
[RCFT18], Meta-Model [RCFT18].
motphor [Chat1], Method
[FKWB15, NYS12, SCR23], Methods
[LFS18, MSD23], metrics [ZLC12].
Microblog [PFD+13], Microblogging
[BR15], Miner [WWL+22], Minimizing
[RSM+15], Minimum [BRW15], Mining
[ARLEG17, BMFL15, CAL22, CSD22, DNL+21, EFPS+22, GLC+20, HK+20, KKB+22, LSSD22, NFYY+22, NYS12, NLLZ20, PWS+15, PLW+17, WWL+22, YHLW15, ZZ23, ZML+13, vA12, FCKG10, LLK+11]. Mismatch [LHT15], Missing
[HLG14], Mitigation [YRUP14], Mixed
[RCFT18, SCR23], Mixed-Effects [SCR23].
MOB [SCT+13], Mobile
[LZ8+19, LKZ21], Modality [NJC+22].
Model [GH13, PCK21, RB23, RCFT18, VSRU13, WCL+21, WZ22, XLL18, ZZ+13, ZBX+21, ZMK21], Modeling
[CRAH10, DBC+14, HMN+16, JHC19, LTC+12, LS17, NST21, PBT18, SCR23, WEM+13, LLK+11, PZH11, ALJH12].
Models
[CRW19, KTF15, KM23, TWC16, FCKG10]. Moderating [OUAC21], Modern
[PPC+20, PMH+20], Monitor [RCM+22],
Monitoring [EV13, FKK+23, LSM+21].
MOOCs [HL21], Mouth [ZGG13, ZLC12], movement [LLK11], Much [SWB19],
Multi [CLX+23, CWY+23, HLYW22, JND22, QGRT21, SKC20, SKC21, SG21].
Multi-attention [HLYW22]. Multi-dimensional [CWY+23],
Multi-Disciplinary [SKC20, SKC21],
Multi-disease [QGRT21], Multi-instance
[SG21], Multi-Label [CLX+23],
Multi-Scale [IND23], Multichannel
[LPI6], multilabel [HL11], multimethod
[Kan11], Multimorbidity [SJ23], Multiple
[DXC23, ZTD+13, ZNJ19].

Name [Ema19], Nation [Goo14], Natures
[JHC19]. Near [FFK+23], Near-Infrared
[FFK+23], Need [ULST23], Negotiation
[HNN+16], Net [JND23], Netflix
[GHU16]. Network [ALJH12, CXSW17, CFH22, CXG+22, LKZ+15, NSK+21, NLLZ20, PPC+20, TLX21, WCL+21, WR12, YDS+13, ZTD+13, WX10].
Network-based [WCL+21]. Networks
[BR15, CRW19, JFT+23, LSFL8, Orm13, PPC+20, SMY20, ZGIG13]. Neural
[CXSW17], News
[AFD+21, BR15, GKH+20, GPV21, LTC+12, ZZ23, UHL11, BR15]. Next [LSS15].
Nodal [CRW19], Noise [RCM+22], Non
[MCC22, MSU+20], Non-Compliance
[MCC22], Non-sensitive [MSU+20],
nonroutine [DFP11]. Notes [BMFL15],
nothing [BKSZ10]. Novel
[AHS+23, LLF+22], Nursing [HYG19].

Object [CJH22], Oblivious [PPC+20],
Occupancy [LSM+21]. OFDM [LSM+21].
OFDM-Based [LSM+21]. off
[COS+21, KM23, WWL+22], Old [Tuz11].
Older [KC13]. One
[LZ19, ULST23, WWL+22, LCS+20].
One-Handed [LZ19], One-off
[WWL+22]. Online
[BMR+21, HCLN12, HBL14, KZ19, LSS20, LZ16, MSD17, NYS12, TZ20, WWL+15, WZZ20, ZGIG13, BKF12, LLK+11]. Only
[Bur16]. Ontology
[LHT15, MHT19, XWC21].
Ontology-Based [LHT15]. Open [BDLC20,
BNSW15, BSA14, KJRD16, WHEC22.


Opportunity [CWY+23, CGS12]. Optimal [LT16, PGFB19, RSM+17, RSM+21, SK1].

Optimization [LZX+22a, RCW22].

Optimizing [BKMK23, HYG19, XWC21]. Options [KS13, DDGR11].

Order [SCT+13]. Organizational [JADT15, RSM+15, TLZX21].

Organizations [RSM+21, KY11].

Organizing [WR12]. Oriented [YHLW15, ETHJ22, ZNJ19]. Originating [ALJH12]. Outages [BTZ17]. Outcomes [BMRW15, ZTD+13].

Outlier [BDLC20, KKB21]. Outliers [BD+21].

Outsourced [MSU+20]. Overcoming [AVBC23]. Overview [vdA12]. OWSP [WWL+22].

OWSP-Miner [WWL+22].

P2P [Sie23]. PANDA [MSU+20].

Pandemic [KOH+21, KSS14, SJ23, ARV11].

Pandemics [GVP21, ZZYT21]. Papers [JRYY19]. Paradigm [EDBK21].


Particle [LZX+22a].


Pathways [ZML+13]. Patient [EFK+20, ZML+13, vdLSFEA23, RADS12].

Patients [ABE+21, HLG14, XZM+22].

Pattern [CSSD22, DLN+21, KKB+22, LSSD22, LGW+22, LZZ+22, WWL+22].

Pattern-Driven [CSSD22, LSSD22].

patterns [AC10, LR1]. Paying [SWB19].

Payment [JFI+23, Sre20]. Peer [Sie23].

Peer-to-Peer [Sie23]. Penny [LC19].

People [KC13]. Perceived [HBL14, Kak17].

Performance [DBC+14, HSK1, LZX+22b, LP16, ZZ23, AZ12]. Performance-Driven [LZX+22b]. Peripheral [KJRD16].

permission [BKSZ10]. Person [Em19, ZZ+18]. Person-Job [ZZ+18].


Phenomenon [SCT+13]. Phone [LZK21].


Postmarketing [YYJ14]. Power [BTZ17, HSK17]. Powered [HDZ+23].


Predicting [BNA14, WZZS20]. Prediction [CGX+22, CSSD22, HLYW22, HLG14, HZZ12, LSSD22, MHC+22, MSD23, TLZX21, TQ14, WCL+21, XZM+22, ZCLI5, LLKC11].


Price [CSS17, XLLX18, LLKC11]. Pricing [HCLN12, BKSZ10]. Principles [ARLEG17, MMW11].

Prioritization [EFK+20]. Privacy [AVR21, CWY+23, EV13, EFPS+22, EFK+20, KLL19, MO13, PCK21, PGS22, RRN21, SKC21, SG21, ZBI21, FCKG10].

Privacy-Enhanced [EV13].

Privacy-Preserving [CWY+23, MO13, PGS22]. Pro [XZB21].

MWV⁺18, OAHY21, PWS⁺15, SK12, SJC15, SSY16, XLZ⁺16, ZLY⁺15, vDa12.

Processes
[DM15, PWS⁺15, WWL⁺15, YHLW15].

Processing [Poth22, RCW22]. Product [JCMR15, Kak17, KZ19, TLK20, ZGG13].

productivity [HC11]. Products [LLZZ20].

Profile [LZK21]. Profiles [PLW15].

Rate [De12].

Rate-Optimal [LT16]. Ratios
[LG19, RTC⁺12]. Ratings [RR20]. Ratio
[LT16].

Ratio-Optimal [LT16]. Ratings

Reactions [RYRJ22]. Read
[ZZ23].

Readmission [XZM⁺22]. Real
[GHK⁺20, KF15, KTF15, KM23, LYC16].

Real-Time [KTF15, LYC16]. Realisation
[OAHY21]. realities [KY11]. recall
[BFV12]. Reciprocity [LS20].

Recommend [HLCY22].


Recommendations [UTL20].

Recommender [GUH16]. [JJ19]. AZ12.

Reconciliation [RRN21]. Reconstructing
[ULST23]. Record [ZML⁺13].

Recruitment [RSM⁺21]. Red [HYG19].

Red-Handed [HYG19]. Redactable
[MRKE23]. redesigning [MMW11].

Reflect [HCLN12]. Regressional [NYS12].

Regularity [LZK21]. Regulatory
[HYY22]. NM15. Reinforcement
[BMK23]. Related

Relational [CG⁺22]. Relationship
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